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Abstract—Multimedia collections are ubiquitous and very often
contain hundreds of hours of video information. The retrieval
of a particular scene of a video (Known Item Search) in a
large collection is a difficult problem, considering the multimodal
character of all video shots and the complexity of the query,
either visual or textual. We tackle these challenges by fusing,
first, multiple modalities in a nonlinear graph-based way for
each subtopic of the query. In addition, we fuse the top retrieved
video shots per sub-query to provide the final list of retrieved
shots, which is then re-ranked using temporal information. The
framework is evaluated in popular Known Item Search tasks in
the context of video shot retrieval and provides the largest Mean
Reciprocal Rank scores.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A plethora of multimedia collections is available in the
Big Data era, containing images, videos, textual metadata and
spatiotemporal information. Searching for a specific segment
of a video is a challenging problem, even for personal video
collections, due to the continuously increasing hours of video
information recorded on a daily basis. This problem is known
as the Known Item Search (KIS) task in annual competitions, such as the Video Browser Showdown1 (VBS) and the
TRECVID Ad-Hoc Video Search task. For example, in Fig.
1, the task is to find a part of a video of a yellow bus driving
down winding road in front of a building with flags on roof and
driving past geysers. The concepts of the description (geysers,
bus, flags) formulate compound queries of multiple images,
corresponding to each one of the description’s concept. The
main challenge in KIS task is to fuse different modalities, such
as visual descriptors, concepts, color, temporal information
and textual metadata that also appear in the query.
In video retrieval, the video is segmented into video shots
that contain frames with similar content. Each shot comprises
of frames, and the frame that is used for representing the
whole shot is called keyframe. Thus, all features are computed
on keyframe level. In video retrieval systems the query can
be either visual or textual, aiming at the efficient retrieval of
relevant shots. However, the queries are often complex, formulating compound queries of multiple and diverse concepts.
Compound queries in multimedia retrieval have appeared
in [1], where the fusion is done at the feature level. For each
image, that contains a face at a place, the face is cropped and
FC7 visual descriptors are trained once on the face crop and
1 http://www.videobrowsershowdown.org/

once on the whole image. The result is two L2-normalized
visual descriptors for the face and the place, respectively,
which are then combined through an additional Support Vector
Machine classification and a pairwise-minimum layer. We
shall not restrict ourselves in two classes, such as faces and
places, in order to be able to adapt the proposed method to
two, three or more diverse and a priori unknown classes.
The novelty of this work is to propose a two-layer fusion
method of visual descriptors, visual concepts and color features for combining multiple and diverse queries, where temporal information is also exploited. In contradiction to [2], we
use compound queries and we also exploit the temporal order
of video shots. We propose an integrated unifying approach
that combines graph-based fusion of similarities at feature
level, with late fusion at decision level. This methodology
handles the complex nature of the multimodal query with
multiple independent topics. We present a novel two-layer
fusion video shot retrieval model with multimodal and multiexample compound queries, which is tested in popular Known
Item Search tasks in video shot retrieval.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
related work in multimodal fusion for multimedia retrieval,
Section III presents our proposed framework, Section IV
contains the evaluation of our framework and, finally, Section
V concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Multimedia retrieval using multiple image queries has been
tackled using several alternative methods in [3] and has been
qualitatively evaluated in the TRECVID 2011 Known Item
Search challenge [4]. The average query method (Joint-Avg),
where the Bag-of-Words of all images (tf-idf scores) are
averaged together has been compared against the Joint-SVM to
retrieve shots from compound queries. In Joint-SVM a linear
Support Vector Machine is used to learn a weight vector for
visual words online at the feature level. The query set has
the positive instances and a random set from the collection
provides the negative instances. Visual words are weighted
using an SVM-based supervisory layer, but the random choice
of the negative class may affect the final results, since positive
instances may also be included. A supervised late fusion
approach is the Exemplar SVM (MQ-ESVM), which has
originated in [5], that trains a separate linear SVM for each
positive example and the final score is the maximal score.
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Fig. 1: Video Retrieval using compound queries

The combination of multiple retrieval tasks involve late
fusion techniques of multiple rankings. SUMscore is a method
for combining several ranked lists of retrieved results, in the
context of video shot retrieval [6], where the authors conclude
that features should first be fused separately for the visual
examples and then these features’ scores should be fused by
adding the normalized relevance scores of the top searched
results. Similarly, multiple queries are combined using the
maximum or the average of individual scores obtained from
each visual query [3] for unimodal search.
Rank-based late fusion approaches involve voting schemes
such as the Condorcet Fusion [7], the Reciprocal Rank Fusion
[8] and Borda fusion [9]. The late fusion problem becomes
even more complex when multiple modalities (e.g. visual
descriptors, concepts, timestamp, textual metadata, location)
represent each video shot. A unifying model for unsupervised
fusion of all similarities per modality has been presented in
[10] and has been generalized to a non-linear fusion approach
[2] that combines cross-media similarities with diffusion-based
scores on the graph of items, in a non-linear but scalable way,
for several modalities. Other methodologies for combining
heterogeneous modalities involve Partial Least Squares [11],
[12] and correlation matching, mapping multiple modalities
to points in a common linear subspace. In [13] a video
retrieval framework is proposed, which fuses textual and
visual information in a non-linear way. We shall examine the
performance of the late fusion approaches in multi-example
and multimodal video shot retrieval.
Contrary to the aforementioned approaches, we provide a
two-layer fusion framework that effectively fuses compound
queries of diverse content, having multiple modalities, such
as visual concepts and visual descriptors per modality. The
first layer fuses multiple modalities per query using a graphbased non-linear fusion method. The second layer combines
multiple ranked lists of retrieved multimodal objects, using
also a temporal re-ranking stage to provide the final list of
retrieved video shots, in response to a compound query.

III. M ETHODOLOGY
In KIS tasks, a visual or a textual description is provided to
the system. The description usually has a list of concepts, formulating compound queries of multiple images, corresponding
to each one of the description’s concept. In the example of
Fig. 1 the relevant video shot has a yellow bus but flags
and geysers do not appear in all parts of the video segment.
Each keyframe of the video segment is represented by visual
descriptors, visual concepts and color features that need to
be fused for each sub-query. We adopt the approach of [3],
which involves formulating a corresponding group of multiple
images by using the first retrieved image from Google images.
We firstly present the similarity fusion on multiple modalities and, then, the fusion of multiple ranking lists.
A. Background and Notation
The query q is formulated by U diverse images qu , u =
1, 2, . . . , U , each one having M modalities. Each image is
retrieved from Google Images using separate keywords (e.g.
geysers, bus, flags). The problem is to retrieve a ranked list
ru of multimedia items from a collection M of n items, in
response to the query qu and then combine the results for all
u = 1, 2, . . . , U . Graph-based models create graphs having
nodes as multimedia items from the collection M, and links
weighted by transition probabilities from node κ to node λ.
In the context of video retrieval, where given two similarity
matrices S1 and S2 (one for each modality), a multimodal
contextual similarity matrix C is computed [14]:
C = β1 S1 + β2 S2 ,

β1 + β2 = 1

(1)

where β1 , β2 ∈ [0, 1]. The matrix C is transformed to a row
stochastic matrix P (all rows sum to one) when multiplied with
the diagonal
Pnmatrix D of size n × n, with diagonal elements
dκκ = 1/ λ=1 dκλ .
A unifying graph-based model has been proposed [10]:
x(i) ∝ K(x(i−1) , k) · [(1 − γ)D · (β1 S1 + β2 S2 ) + γe · s1 ]
y(i) ∝ K(y(i−1) , k) · [(1 − γ)D · (β1 S2 + β2 S1 ) + γe · s2 ] (2)
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Fig. 2: Our Video Shot Retrieval framework

where K(., k) is the operator that takes as input a vector and
gives zero value to elements whose score is strictly lower than
the kth highest value, e is the l × 1 vector of ones, i is the
number of iterations and the model sets x(0) = s1 and y(0) =
s2 , s1 and s2 are the query-based similarity vectors for the
first and second modality, respectively. The number l < n is
fixed, usually set to l = 1000 and is defined as the number of
“semantically filtered” multimedia items, with respect to the
concepts’ modality. After the initial filtering stage, l items are
left, so the similarity matrices S1 and S2 are l × l. The final
relevance score vector is given by:
sgraph (qu ) = α1 s1 + α2 s2 + α3 x(i) + α4 y(i)
(3)
P4
where m=1 αm = 1 and x(i) , y(i) are given by Eq. (2).
The first layer of our proposed two-layer fusion method
combines multiple similarities per modality as follows:
B. Fusion of Multiple Modalities
Our framework fuses firstly multiple modalities and then
fuses the results for each retrieved list of the compound query.
The model of Eq. (2) has been extended to multiple modalities [2], but not in the context of video retrieval. We modify
the initial filtering stage, as shown in Fig. 2, filtering the keyframes by visual descriptors and not by concepts.
The model (2), in the case of three modalities, becomes:

Eκλ
formula, where Eκλ is the Euclidean
Sκλ = 1 − maxE
κλ
distance between item κ and item λ.
The vectors of relevance scores snl graph (q), in response
to the query q, non-linearly combine the similarity vectors
sm , m = 1, 2, 3 and the vectors xm
(i) , m = 1, 2, 3 in the case
of graph-based and non-linear fusion:

snl

graph

α2
α3
0 1
0 2
0 3
1
(qu ) = sα
1 +s2 +s3 +α1 x(i) +α2 x(i) +α3 x(i) (6)

The values of αm , βm , γm , m = 1, 2, 3 parameters are
optimized following the methodology presented in [12], which
involves keeping constant a set of parameters while examining
the effect on the change of the others in the retrieval.
The model of Eq. (6) combines unsupervised multimodal
fusion approaches, which are based on random walks, general
graph diffusion processes and non-linear fusion of feature and
cross-media similarities. The fusion of multiple modalities is
one part of our proposed framework (first layer), and provides
one list of retrieved video shots. Several lists need to be fused
in the case of a compound query with multiple images, as
shown in our framework (Fig. 2). In the following we present
the second layer of our proposed two-layer fusion method,
which fuses multiple rankings.
C. Fusion of Multiple Rankings and temporal re-ranking

In this work we extend the model of Eq. (6) to compound
queries for video shot retrieval, based on the normalized scores
of the top-l filtered video shots [6]. We denote by ηu (shot)
x2(i) ∝ K(x2(i−1) , k) · [(1 − γ1 − γ3 ) P + γ1 e · s1 + γ3 e · s3 ]
u and each shot, as
3
3
x(i) ∝ K(x(i−1) , k) · [(1 − γ2 − γ1 ) P + γ2 e · s2 + γ1 e · s1 ] (4)the similarity score between the sub-query
provided by Eq. (6): ηu (shot) = snl graph (qu , shot). On the
top-l retrieved shots, the scores ηu are normalized as follows:
where the contextual similarity matrix C, defined as
x1(i) ∝ K(x1(i−1) , k) · [(1 − γ2 − γ3 ) P + γ2 e · s2 + γ3 e · s3 ]

C = β1 S1 + β2 S2 + β3 S3 ,

β1 + β2 + β3 = 1

(5)

is row normalized to get the transition probabilities from one
node to another: pκλ = Plcκλ . The similarities among
λ=1

cκλ

video shots for all modalities are calculated as [15], using

ηu (shot) − minr(shot)<l ηu (shot)
maxr(shot)<l ηu (shot) − minr(shot)<l ηu (shot)
(7)
The normalization of Eq. (7) provides scores in [0, 1] and
only the graph-based non-linear fusion scores of the top-l
η̄u (shot) =

TABLE I: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) results for the TRECVID 2011 and 2012 collections
2011

2012

Fusion
Concepts
Descriptors
Filtering Concept
Filtering Descript
Temp Re-ranking
Concepts
Descriptors
Filtering Concept
Filtering Descript
Temp Re-ranking

Borda
0.0022 [9]
0.0042 [9]
0.0024 [2]
0.0036

Reciprocal
0.0021 [8]
0.0030 [8]
0.0021 [2]
0.0040

Condorcet
0.0103 [7]
0.0028 [7]
0.0011 [2]
0.0030

MINscore
0.0014
0.0008
0.0007 [2]
0.0008

SUMscore
0.0030 [6]
0.0043 [6]
0.0032 [2]
0.0040

0.0465 [9]
0.0496 [9]
0.0510 [2]
0.0295

0.0012 [8]
0.0072 [8]
0.0007 [2]
0.0115

0.0082 [7]
0.0026 [7]
0.0016 [2]
0.0049

0.0018
0.0014
0.0018 [2]
0.0014

0.0509 [6]
0.0389 [6]
0.0542 [2]
0.0578

retrieved results are taken into account. The normalized scores
are then obtained per shot:
simil(shot) = max{η̄u (shot)}
u

(8)

Temporal information is not available in [2], where the
task is to retrieve text-image pairs, but is exploited to rerank the top retrieved results. For each retrieved shot we
check if the rank ru (shot) of the previous (shotlef t ) and the
following (shotright ) shots belongs or not to the top 10%
retrieved results with respect to the visual descriptors. In case
this condition is true, the “temporal neighbor” is inserted at
the position ru (shot) + 1, shifting down the other results.
The contribution of the temporal re-ranking stage is evaluated
separately in the experimental comparison below.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
In the following, we describe the datasets we used for
evaluation, the features we extracted and the results.
A. Dataset Description
The datasets we have chosen for evaluation are annotated
video collections from the two most recent KIS tasks of
TRECVID, which are TRECVID 2011 and 2012 [4]. For the
TRECVID 2011 a set of 25 topics were provided whereas for
TRECVID 2012 a set of 24 topics were provided. Each topic
was described adequately with a text description. From each
textual description a set of Google images are extracted that
to be used as multiple queries. For each one of the queries
only one video segment is relevant, which is represented as
a sequence of very few video shots. The task aims at finding
the unique relevant video segment. We selected these datasets
because the sub-query images are very diverse. Datasets with
similar images per query-topic (e.g. pictures of Eiffel Tower)
do not meet the assumptions of our problem.
B. Feature Extraction
For every keyframe, a set of features are extracted. Specifically, the features which are employed, are visual descriptors,
visual concepts and color features. Visual descriptors are
produced from deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs).
Specifically, a a GoogleNet [16] is trained on 5055 ImageNet
concepts, and then, the output of the last pooling layer, with
dimension 1024, is used as a global keyframe representation
and thus as the visual descriptor. Regarding the visual concepts
[17], the output of the GoogleNet was served as input to

MAXscore
0.0043 [3]
0.0062 [3]
0.0085 [2]
0.0090
0.0100
0.0210 [3]
0.0428 [3]
0.0742 [2]
0.0926
0.0966

Support Vector Machine (SVN) classifiers. Specifically, one
SVM is trained per concept, which results in 346 SVM
classifiers, given that we used the 346 high level concepts
from TRECVID. Finally, as color features we use the average
euclidean distance to the pure red, green and blue.
C. Results
The comparison of the proposed framework is done using
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) scores and the results are presented in Table I. The evaluation under the first layer is done
row-wise, where each row corresponds to multimedia retrieval
using concepts, descriptors or all modalities considered (e.g.
concepts, descriptors, color). The evaluation under the second
layer is done column-wise, where each column evaluates the
late fusion part of the framework [9], [3], [8], [7], [6].
Instead of using only one modality, we also compare against
the similarity fusion and the “semantic filtering” of [2]. It
should be noted that the results using solely color features
are not presented because they are too low compared to the
others given that method used is rather simple. The proposed
two-layer framework without the temporal re-ranking stage is
the combination of MAXscore with the filtering-by-descriptor
stage (Filtering Descript) and outperforms all baselines considered. We observe that the MAXscore performs better than
the SUMscore [6], either using one or multiple modalities for
comparison and that filtering by concept [2] underperforms
when compared to the proposed filtering stage.
Moreover, for the TRECVID 2012 dataset, the results are
promising, since the first relevant shot is retrieved, on average,
on the top 10 positions out of 145,634 shots, bringing the
relevant video shot to the first page in any video search engine.
V. C ONCLUSION
We presented a two-layer multimodal multi-example video
shot retrieval framework, based on graph-based fusion of
several modalities and score-based fusion of multiple rankings.
Our framework has been evaluated in two video collections of
Known Item Search tasks, using the provided shots. In the
future, we plan to add supervisory channels aiming at even
better performance and model simplification.
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